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ABSTRACT

Hercules Incorporated has successfully used a compatibility screening
system to ensure safe manufacture of rocket motors for the past 25 years .
Recent compatibility tests of double-base propellant and certain epoxy resin
mixtures utilized in rocket motor manufacture indicated significant
incompatibility although the materials have been used together successfully
for some time . In an effort to more fully define the actual thermal hazard of
such systems, gasimetric data were generated . These data plus the use of
chemical kinetic methods led to the construction of a worst-case situation .
Further data were gathered using isothermal differential scanning calorimetry
and Henkin time-to-explosion testing to determine the potential for
catastrophic self-heating leading to a fire or explosion. The use of
isothermal DSC and Henkin data is shown to be a valuable method for assessment
of compatibility and thermal hazards of similar processing materials and to
define design solutions as needed .

INTRODUCTION

A compatibility screening system has been successfully used by Hercules

Incorporated for the past several years . The system is designed to determine

the compatibility of any material that may come in contact with double-base

propellants or propellant ingredients before the materials reach the

processing environment . This system relies heavily on a screening system

based on short-term data gathered with the Modified Taliani apparatus (see

description below) . Experience has shown that this system works well as way

of assuring long-term stability and preventing short-term hazards . This topic
has been well treated in previous ADPA conferences (see references 1 and 2) .

Recent compatibility tests using the Modified Taliani with a double-base

propellant and an amine-cured epoxy resin system showed what appeared to be

significant incompatibility by producing large amounts of gas . This data

seemed to be in conflict with the long-term stability of the two materials

which had been used successfully together for nearly 20 years . Further

investigation was warranted because the materials were program-critical, and

the Modified Taliani data was considered very conservative . Thus it was
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decided that a more comprehensive study was needed which utilized other

methods to define the actual hazard of incompatibility .

EXPERIMENTAL

The data presented herein were gathered using four different experimental

techniques : the Modified Taliani test, an "off-gas" collection and analysis

system, the Modified Henkin test and isothermal Differential Scanning

Calorimetry . A descri tion of each techni ue will be useful .

Modified Taliani

The Modified Taliani test is a variation of the well-established

stability test used in the ex losives industry . The test is erformed in a

Taliani a aratus as shown in Figure 1 . A sam le of a material of unknown

com atibility (test material) is mixed in a 1 :1 weight ratio with a known

ex losive (control material - i .e . ro ellant or energetic ingredient) .

Obviously, sam le re aration is im ortant and must be consistent to give

somewhat uniform data. All solid materials (whether test or control) are

ground to a roximately 20 mesh where ossible . Li uids are introduced neat .

The mixture is well stirred by hand to insure as much uniformity as ossible .

The mixture is introduced into the glass sam le tube which is fitted with

a glass helix tube and laced in a heated aluminum block . The helix tube is

connected to a valve system which allows for evacuation and urging of the

tubes with nitrogen and connection with a ressure transducer (in this case a

mercury manometer) . In the traditional version of the test, the sam le block

heater is maintained at 93 .3 °C (200°F) for 23 hours during the Modified

Taliani test .
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Since the test was designed for use with nitrate-ester containing

materials, acce tance criteria for this test have been established largely

based on ast ex erience . Mixtures which show a ressure rise of more than

200 mm Hg during the 23-hour test eriod are defined to be incom atible. As

mentioned reviously, identification of many incom atible materials has been

made with this system and serious conse uences avoided .

The materials in uestion were roducing gas at ressures well in excess

of the 200 mm mark and, in some cases, ex losions of sam le containers were

occurring. However, it was known that the Modified Taliani test conditions

are intentionally severe . The time/tem erature condition is designed to

a roach the normal ex ected safe life of double-base ro ellants if normal

activation energies revail. Also, the concentration of test material in the

control material is a 50/50 ratio .

In the light of the uestions about conventional test data, a generali-

zation of the method has been introduced in which the test eriod was extended

(in some cases to as long as 120 hours) and ressure readings taken at 1/2 to

1 hour intervals . This was done for a series of tem eratures : 40°C (105 ° F),

49 °C (120 ° F), 64°C (148°F), 70 ° C (158°F) . In this way, a ressure vs . time

curve can be established at a variety of tem eratures . Two control materials

were used, a double-base ro ellant and a high concentration nitroglycerin

solution . Figure 2 shows the curves for the ro ellant/e oxy mixture at

several tem eratures .
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Off-GasTests

In addition to the Taliani test, attem ts were made to measure the
"off-gas" concentration and com osition from double-base sam les in contact

with the adhesive in uestion to confirm the gasimetric data obtained from the
Taliani .

The ex erimental lan consisted of the determination of rates of gas
evolution from ro ellant sam les in sealed tubes at four tem eratures : 70°C

(158 ° F), 64°C (148 ° F), 49°C (120°F), and 40°C (105°F) . Sam les consisted of

slivers of ro ellant of dimensions 1 .5 x 2 .0 x 12 mm . Case bond sam les were

re ared by cutting er endicular to the lane of the case bond so that the

case bond com onents remained attached to one end of the sliver . Thus each

case bond sam le consisted of a sliver of ro ellant 1 .5 x 2 .0 x 12 mm, one

end of which contained the case bond com onents of embedment resin/embedment

granules . Bulk ro ellant sam les were obtained from ro ellant at a distance
greater than 1 in . (2 .5 cm) from the case bond .

A weighed ortion (1 .1 to 1 .3 g) of sam le slivers was loaded into each

off gas am oule (a glass tube 5 mm (ID) x 155 mm) . In order to minimize the

free volume, a glass rod was inserted into each tube on to of the sam le .

The filled tubes were evacuated for 1 hour during which time they were urged

with helium three times and then the am oules were sealed under vacuum. The

finished length of each sealed tube was 100 to 105 mm . The ratio of free

volume to ro ellant volume was estimated as 2 .5 + 0 .5 . The gases generated

by the ro ellant in the sealed am oules were analyzed by gas chromatogra hy
on a column of Pora ak Q . Gases analyzed were N2 , NO, CO, CO2 , and N2 0.

The gasimetric data collected using the Taliani a aratus and the off-gas

methods were analyzed using a two-stage model wherein the gas roducing
reaction is diffusion limited . Essentially two ty es of behavior atterns

were observed : for tem eratures in the range of 60° to 80 °C, a sigmoid

attern was dis layed (Figure 2B), while below and above this region a sim le
ex onential ty e of behavior was observed (Figures 2A, 2C) .

The lots of degree of reaction (as followed by ressure) vs time
dis layed ualitatively different atterns, de ending u on the relative rates
of diffusion and reaction . When the two rates differ by more than an order of

magnitude, the slower rocess is rate limiting, and the reaction curve
resembles a sim le ex onential law . When the two constants are nearly e ual,
the curve is sigmoid in sha e, characteristic of a rocess involving
intermediates .

In order to assess the hazards associated with this system, rate

constants were obtained for both the diffusion and reaction rocesses . This
allowed a com rehensive analysis of ractically im ortant nonuniform

conditions, where the diffusion rocess first goes to com letion followed by



~Inical reaction at a higher tem erature . This method has been well

ex lained in Reference 4 .

Modified Henkin

The modified Henkin time-to-ex losion test (Ref . 5) is designed to

determine the critical tem erature (Ref . 6, 7) for a known size and sha e of

any material ca able of catastro hic self-heating .

Solid sam les can be re ared as discs that have as uniform a thickness

as ossible and a diameter of 6 .25 mm . A thickness of about 1 mm is suitable

for most ex losives and ro ellants when the test is run in a normal

laboratory . The sam les are laced in em ty aluminum blasting-ca shells

(DuPont E-83, a roximately 6 .25-mm i .d . by 41 .3-mm long), and they are

confined with a hollow aluminum lug . A roximately 40-mg sam les of owders

can be ressed directly into the cell under the lug, and lugs can be seated

over li uids by using a s acer of suitable thickness . A crim is rolled

around the cell just above the lug to maintain constant dimensions during

testing, but the crim is not intended to rovide a ositive seal .

Cells are remotely lowered into a reheated Woods Metal bath, and time to

ex losion is recorded at that tem erature . Fresh sam les are tested at lower

tem eratures until no ex losions are obtained . The lowest tem erature giving

catastro hic self-heating is the critical tem erature (Tc ) for the s ecific

size and sha e sam le tested .

Ex losions are often obvious ; however, catastro hic self-heating may be

difficult to detect with some materials at tem eratures close to the critical

tem erature . In such cases, we watch for motion in a wire-stemmed "flag" that

is in contac
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Time-to-ex losion tends to increase ra idly as the tem erature is

decreased, and the curve sto s or levels off at the critical tem erature

(Figure 3) . Figure 3 also shows that the critical tem erature for a

1 .1-mm-thick sam le of the double-base ro ellant in this study is about

140°C . When the ro ellant was tested in combination with an amine-cured

resin that showed incom atibility by gas evolution, the T c did not decrease

significantly . This result shows that no significant self-heating hazard

results from the observed incom atibility .

Isothermal DSC

Isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) testing of the

ro ellant and e oxy/amine combination were carried out . Figure 4 shows the

main oints of an isothermal DSC scan (See references 8, 9, 10) . An em ty an

laced in the sam le holder at the tem erature of interest yields a zero

reaction baseline . Once the em ty an is removed and the sam le is laced in

the holder, any deviations from this baseline indicate exothermic or

endothermic rocesses occurring in the sam le . The areas enclosed by the eak

and baseline are ro ortional to the energy given off or taken u by the

rocess .
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Figure 4 : Isothermal DSC Exotherms and Endotherms



For ur oses of this study, reaction ty es were designated as either Nth

order or autocatalytic . Figure 5 shows an Nth order reaction as one whose

rate is a maximum when time = 0 and decreases . Figure 5 also shows

autocatalytic reactions in which the rate increases with time usually rising

ex onentially after some induction time at the given tem erature . As used

here, "autocatalytic" indicates the time de endent generation of some reacting

s ecies as well as the roduction of a true catalyst .

NTH ORDER REACTION

0

REACTION RATE
DECAY

TIME

AUTOCATALYTIC REACTION

INCREASING
REACTION
RATE

TIME

Figure 5 : Reaction Ty e Identification Using Isothermal DSC

DSC sam le holder o tions are im ortant . The different DSC sam le an

o tions can significantly change ualitative and uantitative as ects of the
DSC scan . The basic configuration in the to of Figure 6 shows the sam le an
and lid which contain the sam le . These are cold welded or ressed together

and are ca able of withstanding small amounts of off gas ressure before
ru ture . Large or small holes laced in the lid with a dissecting needle will
vent any gases roduced, and aluminum s acers may be used in the holder to

reduce sam le dead volume and slow the diffusion of gases from the sam le

surface .
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Figure 6 : DSC Sam le Holder O tions

Figure 7 shows how DSC scans of the double-based ro ellant are affected

by sam le an configuration . Although only autocatalytic behavior is seen for

the ro ellant at tem eratures below 170 °C, two autocatalytic lans are

observed in the scans, the second being very stee and thus generating energy

at very high rates .
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The scan in Figure 7 re resents a sam le holder configuration where a

hole in the sam le lid revents gas ressure buildu , but a s acer on the

sam le slows the diffusion of gas from the sam le surface . In this scan, the

two exotherms are resolved with the shar second eak occurring later in time

than the first broad eak .

ro ellant without the hole

contained around the sam le

exothermic eak occurs much

exotherm . Thus the time of

sensitive to the ability of

When ro ellant sam les are

not usually a ear at all .

gas, this second eak can be made to corres ond with the times to ex losion,

seen for the ro ellant on the Henkin test which has a re roducible, although

not controlled, gas containment configuration . We have tentatively associated

the second exotherm in the DSC scan with ex losive behavior in the modified

Henkin .

O PAN RUPTURE POINTX

0

The scan in Figure 8 re resents the same

or s acer . Gas generated in this case was totally

during the induction time . The second shar

sooner in time and is not resolved from the first

occurrence' of this second exotherm is extremely

the sam le holder to contain the gas roduced .

run with no lids, the second shar exotherm will

By varying the sam le an's ability to contain

15
TIME (MIN.)

Figure 8 : DSC Scan of Pro ellant and

Pro ellant. /E oxy Interface Traces

PROPELLANT ONLY
135°C

PROPELLANT RESIN INTERFACE.

Figure 8 com ares a sealed sam le an scan of ro ellant in contact with

the amine e oxy system . The urely autocatalytic nature of the ro ellant is
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changed in the resence of the resin to include an Nth order contribution .

However, the sam le an ru ture oints from gas ressure as indicated in

Figure 8 show that very little gas is roduced from this Nth order

contribution . The resin ro ellant system delivers a roximately ten times

the energy that the ro ellant alone delivers before an ru ture occurs . Thus

although the resin ro ellant system releases large amounts of energy, the gas

roduction contribution due to the Nth order rocess is not significant and

the induction time of the second exotherm is essentially unaffected by it

under the isothermal conditions of the DSC . As ex ected, the rate of

roduction of gas increases with increasing tem erature . As a result, the

induction time of the first and second exotherm as well as the Henkin time to

ex losion decreases with increasing tem erature . If the system is thus unable

to dissi ate the large amount of heat generated by the Nth order incom ati-

bility, a tem erature rise would result in an increase in gas roduction rate

which should shorten the induction time and increase the intensity of the

Henkin test ex losion and the DSC second exotherm . It is im ortant to analyze

each testing system's selective ability to dissi ate the Nth order heat

contribution .

RELATIVE SAMPLE SIZES FOR THREE TESTS

MODIFIED HENKIN
DSC SAMPLE
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3.2 MM DISC

	

6.35 MM DISC

	

13 MM DEEP SAMPLE IN 13 MM DIA .
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1 MM THICK

	

TEST TUBE
SURFACE/VOLUME = 9 .60

	

SURFACE/VOLUME = 2 .65

	

SURFACE/VOLUME = 0.784

Figure 9: Com arison of Sam le Sizes -

DSC, Henkin and Taliani Tests

Figure 9 shows the selective sizes and sha es of the three test

configurations used . Since generated heat in the sam le can esca e only

through the surface, the surface-to-volume ratio of the sam le is a critical

arameter in determining the tem erature rise . The DSC has the largest

surface area to volume ratio of the three tests (9 .6) . A large metal heat

MODIFIED TALIANI
SAMPLE



sink in contact with the sam le hel s to ensure that isothermal conditions

exist . Although the DSC clearly reveals the resin incom atibility as a high

energy Nth order rocess, the sam le environment removes this energy,

maintaining isothermal conditions . Thus, ro ellant gas roduction is

a arently the same as without the resin resent . The Modified Henkin test is

similar where a large sam le surface-to-volume ratio (2 .6) is in contact with

a large metal heat sink . Efficient sam le heat dissi ation to the heat sink

again ensures minimal tem erature increases negating the effects of the resin

incom atibility on the ro ellant's ex losive behavior .

Since the a earance time of the second ro ellant exotherm on DSC can be

made to corres ond with the time to ex losion on the Henkin test, it is

ossible that these events are closely related . This would im ly that

thermally induced ex losions in double-based ro ellant are rimarily

determined by the off gas concentration in and around the ro ellant matrix .

Thus, the tem erature is im ortant only as far as determining the rate of off

gas roduction during the induction time . The sam le environment in the

Modified Taliani test allows for very little sam le heat dissi ation. The

selectively small surface-to-volume ratio (0 .78) ermits less heat to esca e
than in the other methods . The sam le is in turn surrounded by glass and air

which are relatively good insulators . Tem erature measurements on the outside

of the Taliani tube during testing have confirmed that the heat of reaction

from the incom atibility can raise the tem erature much higher than the

initial set tem erature of the test, as determined by the sam le heater . Thus

the high energy Nth order incom atibility would be ex ected to affect

off-gassing rates by raising the tem erature of the sam le in the more

adiabatic environment . However, the thickness of the incom atible system in

the actual roduct has a small surface-to-volume ratio similar to the DSC

sam le, which is more than ten times that of the Modified Henkin .

DISCUSSION

The diverse ex erimental techni ues found in the DSC, Henkin, and gassing

rocedures rovide data which can in rinci le be used to obtain rate laws for

a given tem erature range . A recurring roblem of ractical interest is to

determine the critical tem eratures and safe lives for given sam le sizes .

When the dimension is small, the sim lest rocedure is to carry out a direct

measurement via the Henkin test . With a sufficient amount of effort one may

establish the safety margin for sam les tem orarily elevated above the

critical tem erature .

The Taliani test has traditionally been used to assess the gross features

of otential incom atibility of materials with ro ellant by measuring the
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amount of gas roduced by a given weight in a rescribed eriod (Ca . 24

hrs .) . This rovides a single oint in the decom osition curve, which is

usually inade uate for making judgements on overall hazard ossibilities .

The data illustrated in Figure 2 re resent a case in oint . At low

tem eratures, a sim le curve is seen and also at high, while within a certain

range an inflection oint is observed . The analysis of the henomenon has

been re orted in Reference 4 . The essential feature was the recognition of a

two-stage rocess consisting of diffusion of the active ingredient NG into the

resin followed by its reaction there .

Here the model used was the sim le two-ste rocess :

A

	

B1

	

kl
B1

	

B2

	

k2 ,

where A re resents NG in the ro ellant .

P = Pmax r	1	 [ kl ex (-k2t) - k2 ex (-kit)] + 1 (3)
(k2 - kl)

(1)

B1 is NG diffused into the resin, and B 2 re resents the final gaseous

roducts of the reaction . The intermediate " roduct" B1 satisfies the

e uation,

d__ = k1A - k2B .

	

(2)
t

When the entire system is solved, one finds that the ressure should satisfy

the relation,

When kI /k2 differs greatly from 1 .0, this dis lays a sim le

ex onential behavior, while for values between 0 .1 and 10 .0, a ronounced

inflection oint is observed . For kl = k2 , this occurs at t = 1/k 1 . It

was ossible to fit the data to this articular model and obtain both rate

constants . A Ink vs . 1/T lot gave straight lines for kI and k2 with

activation energies, E l = 7880 cal and E 2 = 34,900 cal . This confirmed

the inter retation of the first as a diffusion rocess and the second as a

nitrate ester decom osition. From these constants, it was ossible to make

worst case redictions on half lives at low tem eratures beyond the range of

the DSC .

Predictions for critical size were more roblematical, since it is

necessary to know something about the heat roducing ste . There is reason to

sus ect that the gassing reaction at lower tem eratures, while relevant to

shelf life, is not the key ste in the final a roach to cook-off . This



em hasizes the need for inter lay among the various ex erimental methods in

analyzing ro ellant hazards and safe life .

In many cases, either time or funds reclude a sufficiently thorough

investigation to directly establish the thermal hazards of large sam les and

other a roaches must be brought to bear . It should first be em hasized that

the extra olation of data to larger sizes is subject to many itfalls .

If the thermal roduction rocess can be described by a single global

reaction and there is no mechanism change over the tem erature region of

interest, the critical tem erature data can be fitted to the relation :

a 2 = fRTc k ex (E/RTc )/ AE( A H/C )

	

(4)

where Tc = critical tem erature, k = thermal diffusivity, A, E = rate

constant arameters, f = sha e factor, and a = dimension of sam le . In

addition, there are general relations for extra olating the times to ex losion

for different size sam les (Ref . 11) .

In some cases when the tem erature is lowered, safe life can be much

shorter than redicted due to a change of mechanism to one associated with

lower activation energy . (This would corres ond to the extra olation from

small to large-sized sam les) .

Unfortunately, the DSC tends to give data only in relatively high

tem erature ranges ; however, the direct measurement of heats of reaction

rovides this instrument with a uni ue advantage . It is ossible with

suitable assum tions to redict critical tem eratures and times to ex losion

from DSC data . If these corres ond well with the measured values, one has at

least established a lausible model to cover the range of tem eratures

em loyed in the ex eriments .

If the DSC were sensitive enough to detect heat generation at low

tem eratures, it could similarly be used to extend the redictions of critical

tem eratures beyond the range of the Hazards tests . In order to gauge the

reliability of extra olations of DSC and/or Henkin data, it is clear that

measurements of some effect of the reaction are needed in the a ro riate

tem erature interval .

In many res ects gassing data erforms a com limentary function to the

thermal . It has the advantage that one may go down to relatively low

tem eratures . On the other hand, no thermal data is forthcoming ; however, in

conjunction with a model formulated from the high tem erature DSC and Henkin

data, the gassing data im oses re uirements from which a reasonable estimate

to the low tem erature heat generation rate may be made . In articular, if a

break in the rate constant curve for gassing is observed, it is reasonable to
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ex ect similar behavior in the critical tem erature curve, and the model can

be adjusted to reflect this .

One of the most crucial as ects of converting isothermal data into

redictions of adiabatic behavior is the continuity of the mechanism during

the induction eriod . In the ractically im ortant case in which heat

dissi ation is involved, ty ically the tem erature rises about 10°-20 ° in a

time eriod which is about 95% of the total time to ex losion . This does not

rule out the ossibility that the critical region extends to a somewhat higher

tem erature . There is an incentive for seeking a multistage mechanism in

which the induction region (I) is intimately bound u with the thermally

active regions (II and III) . As an exam le, consider the two-ste chain

rocess :

A --v- X + A~

	

kl

	

(5)

X+A

	

2X+A~

	

k2

This is described by the differential e uation system,

dA = -k 1A - k 2AX

dt

dX = k 1 A + k2AX

dt

In a normalized system this has the solution,

A + X = 1

k*

A =

kI

k2 + ek*t

kl

where k* = k1 + k2

(6)

(7)

If k I > > k2 , this reduces to the sim le first order solution,

A = e -k I t . For k2 > > k l , the denominator and hence A remains

a roximately at a constant value until ex (k t) =~k 2

ind

	

which corres onds

to a time t

	

- 1 In k2

	

kl

k*

	

k i

	

(8)



At this oint the reaction rate increases dramatically and goes essentially to

com letion in a relatively short time . (See Figure 10) . The width of the

-reaction zone can be found from the relation, At - [(dA

dt

1

	

,

1

nf
where the derivative is evaluated at the inflection oint . This is found by

setting d2A = 0 . A sim le calculation gives tinf = In k2 /k*, from

kI

A

Figure 10: Time De endence of a Chain Reaction

The ratio of the reaction time A t to the induction time tind is given

by

dt

which one finds

	

t = 4k 2/(k*)2 .

-1At - 4 k2 	= 4 [ln k2
f ind

	

k*ln k l

	

(kl

k2

(9)

If one of the constants kI Is known from the behavior of the normal reaction

carried out under conditions where the chain ro agating intermediate X is

su ressed, the second constant k 2 can be found from the relation for f ind'
It is evident that the data from DSC ex eriments can be used to calculate

thermal arameters from which redictions can be made on the behavior of a

system under general non-isothermal conditions .
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In rinci le gassing data, as obtained from the Taliani and off-gas

tests, can rovide reaction rate information, from which re-ex onential

factors and activation energies can be obtained . This can rovide im ortant

su lementary information in regions not accessible to the DSC . In ro ellant

work the cutoff oint for the latter is around 100 ° C or greater, while gassing

data can be obtained well below this tem erature . One may use the more

detailed information from the high tem erature DSC work to formulate a model

and extend it to lower tem eratures with corrections to the rate as indicated

by the gassing data .

As an exam le of the inter lay between the two methods, we outline an

investigative techni ue for assessing the thermal ro erties of ro ellants .

In certain cases it is of ractical im ortance to redict the behavior of

large uantities of material from that of much smaller sam les . If the

decom osition rocess followed a one-ste rate law over the entire tem erature

interval of interest, then one could sim ly use e uation (1) to extra olate

from the small size to the larger and obtain a value for T c , the critical

tem erature . Below Tc self-heating would be forestalled by conduction,

while for tem eratures somewhat above T c the time to ignition can be

reasonably well estimated from an e uation similar to (1) . For tem eratures

very close to T c , the time to ignition can be made arbitrarily long ;

however, a fraction of a degree rise will drastically lower the time or a

small decrease may ost one ignition indefinitely .

In actual fact, the situation is not so sim le, and the decom osition

mechanism cannot be described by a single e uation . For exam le, the safelife

of certain ro ellants is rolonged by the addition of stabilizers which allow

o erations in regimes above the critical tem erature for a time . In some

tem erature intervals, the stabilizer reaction will su ress the faster of the

decom osition reactions, leaving the slower as the rate controlling ste . At

higher tem eratures the stabilizer can no longer accom lish this and the

faster decom osition mechanism takes over .

This situation is then described by augmenting the two-ste model in

e uations (7) with a third reaction . The overall scheme is :

A ---a- X + A~

	

kI = A l ex (-EI /RT)

X + A

	

2X + A

	

k2 = A2 ex (-E2 /RT)

X + S -a- S~ k3 = A3 ex (-E3 /RT)

Where S is the stabilizer .

At low tem eratures k3> >k2 and the first reaction is rate

controlling . Accordingly, k 1 can be directly assessed in this region . At



high tem eratures it generally ha ens that k 3< <k 2 and the first two

reactions redominate . With k 1 considered as known, k 2 can be found from

e uation (4) once the induction time has been measured . The last rate

constant can be found by fitting the data over the entire tem erature region .

Were it not for the ossible com lication of a mechanism change affecting

the individual ste s above, this rocedure would rovide the background for

successfully extra olating high tem erature ignition data to larger sizes and

lower tem eratures . Single reaction mechanism changes are uite common for

energetic materials, it is generally necessary to ac uire a more direct

measurement of rates at lower tem eratures . This can be artially

accom lished by gassing ex eriments . Any change in mechanism will be

reflected by a change in activation energy in the Ink vs l/T lot of the rate

constants associated with the ressure-time curves . This will allow

corrections to be made in the rate constant for the a ro riate ste through

the relation :

A 1 = ex -(E I - EII )/RT*

All

where AI , EI are known at the higher tem erature from DSC data, E ll is

obtained from the gassing data, and T* is the cross-over tem erature .

CONCLUSION

We have resented an outline for using diverse forms of data to assess

the thermal ro erties of energetic materials . The key elements in this

method are summarized as follows :

1 .

	

Multistage reactions are modeled in conjunction with gassing,

Henkin, and DSC data in order to obtain a com rehensive icture of a

rocess which dis lays many facets in different tem erature

intervals .

2 .

	

The DSC is reserved to formulate a high tem erature mechanism (above

100°C), from which cook-off data can be assessed in this region,

while the gassing data rovides su lemental information on ossible

mechanism changes in the lower tem erature regions of ractical

interest .

3 .

	

The best way to obtain cook-off data for small-sized systems is

direct measurement via the Henkin test . For large motor-size

sam les, one must use a combination of all the ex erimental methods .
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